
PSYC 4165: Homework 2 (Confidence Ratings)
Lew Harvey and Shannon McNight, University of Colorado Boulder

8 September 2017

Homework Assignment 2 - 10 Points

Due by beginning of class, Friday, 15 September 2017

There are two parts to this homework assignment. Each part counts 5 points. Late homework will
receive a grade of zero. Your homework must be prepared using R markdown language. You can use the
Home2_Confidence_Help_P4165_2017_Fall.Rmd file as a guide, changing the date and the author name of
course. Knit your Rmd markdown file to a pdf file and upload the pdf file to the course Dropbox in D2L by
the the deadline indicated above. This homework is a bit more complex than the previoius one. Work on
it over the weekend and seek help from us via email or office hours next week. Do not wait until the last
minute. You will learn a alot doing this homework.

Part 1

A medical imaging company is developing improved methods for detecting cancer in x-rays. They tested
radiologists on their ability to detect cancer using x-rays that were enhanced with one of three different
enhancement methods. Each set contained 300 images. Four sets of images were prepared:

1. s0 no cancer present in x-ray; no image enhancement
2. s1 cancer present; no image enhancement
3. s2 cancer present; image enhancement method 1
4. s3 cancer present; image enhancement method 2
5. s4 cancer present; image enhancement method 3

The images were randomly present, one at a time. The radiologists were instructed to rate their confidence
that cancer was present in each of the x-ray images. Confidence was rated on a six-point scale:

1. very sure no cancer was present
2. no cancer was present
3. guessing that no cancer was present
4. guessing that cancer was present
5. cancer was present
6. confident that cancer was present
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The table gives the number of times each confidence rating was used out of 300 trials per image condition:

Table 1: The number of times out of 300 trials per condition that the
radiologists indicated that cancer was present under four different
conditions using a 1 to 6 confidence rating scale.

‘1’ ‘2’ ‘3’ ‘4’ ‘5’ ‘6’
s0 37 74 84 35 53 17
s1 29 46 76 42 62 45
s2 26 36 62 38 79 59
s3 12 24 49 40 58 117
s4 6 14 20 20 61 179

Transform the data into a table of probabilities corresponding to false alarm rates (using condition s0) and
hit rates (conditions s1, s2, s3 and s4) by accumulating the frequencies starting with the most conservative
response category, i.e., rating 6. Show these values in a new table. Then transform these frequencies into
probabilities by dividing by the number of trials per enhancement method condition (300). These probabilities
are the false alarm rates (s0) and the hit rates (s1, s2, s3, and s4). Show the values in a new table.

Plot two ROC graphs from these data: one graph in linear probability coordinates (axes ranging between 0.0
and 1.0), the other in z-score coordinates (axes ranging from -3 to 3). Make the x- and y-axes of your graph
equal in length so that each graph forms a square. Hint: in the plot() command you can specify the limits
of the x- and y- axes using the xlim and ylim arguments (for example xlim = c(0, 1) for probabilities
or ylim = c(-2.5, 2.5) for z-scores). You can force the plot to be square using the parameter command
par(pty = "s"). Properly label the graphs. The graphs will look like this (with data in them of course):
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Figure 1: Receiver operating characteristic of the four image enhancement conditions. The gray positive
diagonal represents the hit rates and false alarm rates that would occur if the radiologists had zero ability to
detect cancer in the x-rays. The gray negative diagonal represents the hit rates and false alarm rates that
could occur with an unbiased decision criterion.
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Part 2

Making use of the fact that the Gaussian signal detection model predicts that the ROC will be a straight
line with y-intercept of b0 and a slope of b1, fit a straight line to each of the z-score data for the four image
enhancement conditions and report your values of b0 and b1 for each condition:

z (HR) = b0 + b1 z(FAR)

The help file will show you how to fit a straight line to the data using the lm() function in R and how
to extract b0 and b1 from the model. Use Equation 9a in the Detection Theory handout to compute the
detection sensitivity of each enhancement condition (da). Then use Equation 14 compute the area (Az) under
each of the four ROC as an index of accuracy for each condition. Organize your b0, b1, da and Az values
for each condition in a table. Are the enhancement methods better than no image enhancements? Which
method is the best? Why do you draw your conclusion?

Finally, add smooth curves to your ROC plots. Consult the help file for hints about how to generate
predictions and add them to the plots.
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